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SYM BOLS,/ABBREVIATIONS

S.D O - S.D. stands for Stitch
Dial and the figure in
circle indicates Stitch
Dial number.

pos. - position
st. (sts.) - stitch or stitches
Nd. (Nds ) - Needle or Needles

Knit Pattern

Three series of New Knit Pattern
drawn to 1/2 size in full pattern, for
women, men and children.
Using those pattern styles increase
your collection of wardrobe.

Your letters to "Knits for Joy" are always
welcomed at the following address:-

S.S.C.
P.O. Box 5095, Tokyo International
Tokyo, 1 0O-31, Japan

@ Silver Knitting Institute, Tokyo, Japan
Printed in Japan 87.1.4M (30)

LADY'S JACKET
Finished measurements

lf your Tension Gauge is different from
the one above-mentioned, select one of
those 3 sizes given to fit you and calculate
the number of stitches and rows accord-
ing to your Tension Gauge by using Knit-
ting Scales.

(Back)

Numbers in blacket refer to the sizes A
and C.

(1)- Cast on 72 (7O, 74) sts. and knit
several rows with waste yarn.

- Carriage at right, S.D.O, main yarn
in Yarn Feeder, knit 66 (64, 68)
rows without shaping.

(2) - Shape armhole by decreasing sts.
on both sides as follows.

- Decrease 4 sts. on the side with
Carriage.

- Knit 1 row and decrease 4 sts. on
the side with Carriage.

- Knit 4 rows, decreasing 1 st. every
row on both sides.

- Knit 2 rows and decrease 1 st. on
both sides,

- Knit 3 rows and decrease 1 st. on
both sides.

- Knit 6 rows and decrease 1 st. on
both sides.

- Knit 26 rows without shaping.
(3) - Slope shoulder by partial knitting by

decreasing sts. on both sides as
follows.

- Push 4 Nds. to D pos. on the oppo-
site side of Carriage and knit 1 row.

- Push 4 Nds. to D pos. on the oPPo-
gite side of Carriage and knit 1 row.

(4) - From back neckline knit right and
left separately and start with Car-
riage side.
Shape back neckline by decreasing
sts. while sloping shoulder by par-
tial knitting.

srze: cm.

A B L

Bust 110 114 118

Length 55 56 57

Sleeve length 56 57 58

Materials/ others:
Very thick knobbly yarn (8O% wool, 2O%o

kid moha i r)......... 48O-550gs.
Waste yarn........... reasonable amount
Hook and eye
Machine................ LK-l OO (ZippV 9O)

Tension Gauge

| 4 sts. by 20 rows over the swatch of Tuck
Stitch with the Stitch Didl at @.

Pattern Chart for Tuck Stitch

-,..... Purl Stitch
| ....... Insert the tappet tool into the stitch

on the first row and unravel the
stitches.
Pass the tappet tool behind the first
loop, catch the next bar and pull it
towards vou.

0...... p"s the tappet tool behind the
loop, catch the fourth bar and pull it
towards vou.
Reform the stitch everv 2 rows.

To knit
Purl side is worn.
Knit back, fronts, sleeves and collar in
Tuck Stitch following the patterns given
on pages 3-5 and instructions below.
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- Push Nds. insection @ and @ to
D oos.

- Knit 1 row and decrease 2 sts. on
the side with Carriage to shape
back neckline.

- Push 4 '3,41 Nds. to D pos. on the
opposite side of Carriage and knit
1 row

- Decrease 1 st. on the opposite side
of Carriage.

- Knit 1 row and decrease 1 st. on the
side with Carriage.

- Push 3 (3,4) Nds. to D pos. on the
opposite side with Carriage and knit
2 rows.

- Remove section @ on waste knit-
ilng.

- Remove section @ on waste knit-
tlng.

- Push Nds. in section @ back to
C oos.

- Push 4 (3, 4l Nds. to D pos. on the
opposite side of Carriage and knit
1 row.

- Decrease 2 sts. on the opposite side
of Carriage to shape back neckline,

- Knit 1 row and decrease 1 st. on the
side with Carriage.

- Push 3 (3, 4) Nds. to D pos. on the
opposite side of Carriage.

- Knit 1 row and decrease 1 st. on the
opposite side of Carriage.

- Knit 1 row.

- Remove section @ on waste knit-
trng.

(Right Front)

(1)- Cast on 36 (35, 37) sts. and knit
several rows with waste yarn.

- Carriage at right, S.D. @, main Yarn
in Yarn Feeder, knit 66 (64, 68)
rows without shaping.

(2) - Shape armhole by decreasing sts.
on the left side of fabric in the same
manner as for back.

- Knit 12 rows without shaping.

(3) - Shape front neckline on the right
side of fabric by decreasing sts. as
follows.

- Decrease 3 sts. and knit 1 row.

- Decrease 2 sts. and knit 1 row.

- Decrease 1 st. and knit 1 row.

- Decrease 1 st. and knit 2 rows

- Decrease 1 st. and knit 2 rows.

- Decrease 1 st. and knit 3 rows.

- Decrease 1 st. and knit 4 rows.
(4) - Push 4 Nds. to D pos. on the oppo-

site side of Carriage to slope
shoulder and knit 2 rows.

- Decrease 1 st. to shaoe front
neckline.

- Push 4 (3, 4l Nds. to D pos. on the
opposite side of C.arriage and knit
2 rows.

- Push 3 (3, 4) Nds.1o D pos. on the
opposite side of Carriage and knit
2 rows.

- Remove the section on waste knit-
trng.

(Left Front)

Knit left front in the same manner as for
right front but reverse shaping.

(Sleeve)-both alike-
(1)- Cast on 34 (32, 34) sts. and knit

several rows with waste yarn.
(2) - S.D. O, main yarn in Yarn Feeder,

knit underarm as follows.

-. Increase 1 st. on both sides after 7
rows of knitting.
Repeat this process 6 times, then
increase 1 st. after 6 rows of knit-
ting 6 times.

- Knit 6 (4, 8) rows without shaping.
(3) - Knit sleeve cap, decreasing sts. on

both sides as follows.

- Decrease 3 sts. on the side with
Carriage.

- Knit 1 row and decrease 3 sts. on
the side with Carriage

- Decrease 1 st. on both sides after 1

row of knitting 7 times.

- Decrease 1 st. on both sides after 2
rows of knitting 2 times.

-2-

- Decrease 1 st. on both sides after 3
rows of l<nitting 2 times

- Decrease 1 st. on both sides after 2
rows of knitting 3 times.

- Decrease 1 st. on both sides after 1

row of knitting 5 times.

- Decrease 2 sts. on both sides after
1 row of l<nitting.

- Knit 1 row and cast off the sts.

(Collar)

(1)-Cast on 69 sts. and knit several
rows with waste varn.

- S.D.O, main yarn in Yarn Feeder,
lcnit 6 rows without shaping.

- S.D.@, knit 5 rows.

- S.D.@, knit 5 rows.

- S.D.@, knit 5 rows.

- S.D.@, knit 5 rows.
(2) - Knit several rows with waste yarn

and remove the fabric from the
machine.

(Braid)

(1)- Arrange Nds. as shown below and
knit several rows with waste varn.

lolol o..........A position
| ..........8 position

- S.D.O, main yarn in Yarn Feeder,
knit 1 row.

(2) - Push the center Nd. to D Pos. and
knit 4 rows.

(3) - Push the Nd. in D pos. back to C

pos. and knit 2 rows.
N.B, Hold the fabric downward bY

hand.
(4)- Repeat the steps (2)--{3).
(5) - Knit 2 braidstofitthe lower edge of

sleeve and another braid to fit front
edges and lower edge of fronts and
back.
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To make up
(1)- Block out each piece to size and

press with a steam iron.
(2) - Join both shoulders on the ma-

chine.
(3) - Join side and underarm seams bv

blind stitch.
(4) - Finish the lower edges of sleeves

with single crochet using crochet
hook

(5) - Finish the front edges and lower
edge of front and back with single
crochet and neckedge with double
crochet using crochet hook.

(6) - Finish the lower, upper and side
edges of collar with single crochet
using crochet hook.

(7) - Join collarto neckedge using tapes-
try needle.

(8) - Set in sleeves.
(9) - Join both ends of braid for lower

edge of sleeve and sew it to the
position.

(10) - Sew braid along the front edges
and lower edge of fronts and back.

(1 1) - Sew on an eye at the top of front
edge and a hook to correspond.

(12l, - Give final pressing.
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